
G22.3033-003 Introdution to Cryptography 27 September 2001Leture 4Leturer: Yevgeniy Dodis Sribe: David C. KandathilThis leture will study the notion of hardore bit for a given OWF f . Intuitively, suha hardore bit h(x) is easy to ompute from x, but almost impossible to even guess wellfrom f(x). We will see spei� examples of hardore bits for modular exponentiation, RSAand Rabin's squaring funtion. Next we will show a groundbreaking result of Goldreih-Levin, that (more or less) shows a general hardore bit for any OWF. We will then onsidertwo natural appliations of hardore bits to the problem of enryption. Firstly, we willshow an inuitively good publi-key enryption for one bit, and then a \plausible" seret-keyenryption whih enrypts k+1 bits with k-bit key (thus beating the Shannon information-theoreti bound). We will then try to extend the hardore bit onstrution to extratingmany \pseudorandom bits", but analogy to the S/Key system. We will notie that ourmany-bit onstrution seems to satisfy a very speial notion of seurity, whih we all \next-bit unpreditability". We then will make a formal de�nition of a pseudorandom generator,whih seems to be a more relevant primitive for our enryption appliations. We stop byasking the question of whether our \next-bit seure" onstrution is indeed a pseudorandomgenerator.1 Hardore BitsLast leture we addressed some of the ritiism over straightforward usages of OWF's, OWP'sand TDP's. Spei�ally, our main ritiism was the fat that a OWF f(x) ould reveal alot of partial information about x (remember generi example f(x1; x2) = (f 0(x1); x2) thatreveals half of its input bits, or more realisti one of exponentiation f(x) = gx mod p thatreveals the LSB(x) = y(p�1)=2).The obvious solution seemed to try to ompletely hide all information about x, givenf(x). however, this leads to a viious irle, sine it is really equivalent to the problem ofseure enryotion that we started from. Instead, we explore the idea of ompletely hidingnot all, but only a spei� and arefully hosen partial information about x, when givenf(x). The �rst preliminary step towards this goal is to determine how to ompletely hideexatly just one bit of information about the plaintext x. This leads us to the followingde�nition:De�nition 1 (Hardore bit) A funtion h : f0; 1g� ! f0; 1g is alled a hardore bit fora funtion f if� h(x) is polynomial time omputable (from x):(9 poly-time H)(8x)[H(x) = h(x)℄� No PPT algorithm that an predit h(x) given f(x) better than ipping a oin:(8 PPT A) Pr[A(f(x)) = h(x) j x r f0; 1gk ℄ � 12 + negl(k)L4-1



Remark 2 Notie, we ompare the suess of A to a 12 + negl(k) rather than negl(k), aswe did for OWF's. The reason is that the output of h is now only one bit, so A an alwaysguess if with probability 12 by ipping a oin. Of ourse, we ould have said that h is diÆultto ompute by saying that A sueeds with probability at most 1��, where � is non-negigible.However, we really want to say muh more (and that is why we started with h(x) being just1 bit for now): not only is h hard to ompute, it is even hard to predit.Thus, a hardore bit h(x) pinpoints an aspet of x that is truly hidden given f(x).Namely, the knowledge of f(x) does not allow us to predit h(x) any better than without it(i.e., by ipping a oin), so h(x) looks random given f(x). It is to be noted that we neednot require that h(x) be a bit that is seleted from the string x itself, but, in general, maydepend on x in more omplex (but eÆiently omputable) ways. This is not inonsistentwith the idea that h(x) is supposed to represent some general information about x. Wemight want to attempt the onstrution in two ways:1. Taking as hypothesis that a onrete funtion is OWF, exhibit a hardore bit for thatfuntion. (This is a useful, but not very general onstrution.)2. Taking as hypothesis that an arbitrary funtion is OWF, exhibit a hardore bit forthat funtion. (This is the strongest onstrution we an hope for.)It is to be noted that these approahes are analogous to those we adopted for onstrutingwhat might, antonymously, be alled \softore" bits.2 Hardore Bits for Conrete OWF'sThe onrete funtion that we onsider is the exponentiation funtion mod p, f(x) = y =gx mod p, where g is the generator of Z�p. We de�ne the most signi�ant bit of x, MSB, asfollows: MSB(x) = � 0; if x < p�121; if x � p�12Remark 3 MSB(x) not de�ned to be simply x1 in order to make it unbiased, sine theprime p is not a perfet power of 2.Theorem 4 If f(x) = (gx mod p) is a OWF, then MSB(x) is a hardore bit for f .Proof: A rigorous proof for the above theorem exists. It is our usual proof by ontradi-tion, whih takes as hypothesis that MSB is not an hardore bit for f , and proves that fis not OWF. The proof is onstrutive, and expliitly transforms any PPT that an om-pute MSB(x) from f(x) with non-negligible advantage, into a PPT that an ompute theDisrete Log with non-negligible probability. This proof is, however, somewhat tehnial,so we settled for a simpler, but quite representative result stated below.Lemma 5 If there exists a PPT that an always ompute MSB(x) from f(x), then thereis a PPT that an always invert f(x) (i.e., ompute the disrete log of y = f(x)).L4-2



Proof: The idea of the algorithm is very simple. We know that LSB(x) = xk is easy toompute given y = gx mod p. This way we determine xk. Now we an transform y intog[x1:::xk�10℄ = (g[x1:::xk�1℄)2 mod p (by dividing y by g if xk = 1). We also know how toextrat square roots modulo p. So it seems like we an ompute g[x1:::xk�1℄, and keep goingthe same way (take LSB, extrat square root, et.) until we get all the bits of x. However,there is a problem. The problem is that g[x1:::xk�10℄ has two square roots: y0 = g[x1:::xk�1℄(the one we want) and y1 = (�g[x1:::xk�1℄) = g p�12 +[x1:::xk�1℄ (here we used the fat that�1 = g(p�1)=2). So after we ompute the square roots y0 and y1, how do we know whihroot is really y0 = g[x1:::xk�1℄? Well, this is exatly what the hardore bit MSB tells us!Namely, MSB(Dlog(y0)) = 0 and MSB(Dlog(y1)) = 1. The omplete algorithm follows.i = k;while (y � 1) do /* y = f(x) */beginoutput ( xi = LSB(Dlog(y)) );/* Assertion: x = [x1x2 : : : xi℄ */if ( xi == 1 ) then y := y=g;/* Assertion: y = g[x1x2:::xi�10℄ = (g[x1x2:::xi�1℄)2 */Let y0 and y1 be square roots of y;If ( MSB((Dlog(y1)) == 0 )then y := y1else y := y2i := i� 1;endTo summarize, the value of MSB plays a ritial role in distinguishing whih square rootof y orresponds to x=2. This enables us to use the LSB iteratively, so that the proess isontinued to extrat all the bits of x.It turns out that the other OWF's we study have natural hardore bits as well:1. LSB and MSB are hardore bits for Rabin's Squaring Funtion.2. All the bits of x are hardore bits for RSA.3 Constrution of a hardore bit for arbitrary OWFLooking at the previous examples, we would now like to see if any OWF f has some easyand natural hardore bits. Spei�ally, it would be great if at least one the foloowing twostatements was true:1. Any OWF has some partiular bit xi in x (i depends on f) whih is hardore for f .2. A onrete boolean funtion h (whih is not neessarily an input bit) is a hardorebit for all OWF's f .Unfortunately, both of these hopes are false in general.L4-3



1. From arbitrary OWF f , it is possible to onstrut another OWF g, suh that none ofthe bits of x are hardore for g. (f. Handout).2. For any boolean funtion h and OWF f , if we let g(x) = f(x) Æ h(x), then: (1) g isalso a OWF; (2) h is not hardore for g. Part (1) follows from the fat that an inverterA for g would imply the one for f . Indeed, given y = f(x), we an ask the inverterA for g to invert both f(x) Æ 0 and f(x) Æ 1, and see if at least one of them sueeds.Part (2) is obvious. Thus, no \universal" h exists.Despite these negative news, it turns out that we nevertheless have a very simple hard-ore bit for an arbitrary OWF. This is the elebrated Goldreih Levin onstrution.4 Goldreih Levin ConstrutionWe will begin with a de�nition that generalizes the onept of seleting a spei� bit froma binary string.De�nition 6 (Parity) If x = x1x2 : : : xk 2 f0; 1gk, and r = r1r2 : : : rk 2 f0; 1gk, thenh(x; r) = r1x1 � r2x2 : : :� rkxk = (r1x1 + r2x2 + : : :+ rkxk mod 2) is alled the parity of xwith respet to r.Notie, r an be viewed as a seletor for the bits of x to be inluded in the omputationof parity. Further, the expression for the notation for the inner produt, �, an be usedpro�tably, i.e., h(x; r) = (r � x) an be viewed as the inner produt of binary vetors x andr modulo 2. The "basis strings" ei with exatly one bit ri = 1, give the usual spei� bitseletion xi.The Goldreih-Levin theorem essentially says that \if f is a OWF, then most parityfuntions h(x; r) are hardore bits for f ." To make the above statement more preise, it isonvenient to introdue an auxiliary funtion gf (x; r) = f(x) Æ r (the onatenation of f(x)and r), where jxj = jrj. Notie, a random input for gf samples both r and x at random fromf0; 1gk , so h(x; r) = x � r indeed omputes a \random parity for (randomly seleted) x".Notie also, that if f is a OWF/OWP/TDP, then so is gf (in partiular, gf is a permutationif f is). Now, the Goldreih-Levin theorem states thatTheorem 7 (Goldreih-Levin Bit) f is a OWF, then h(x; r) is a hardore bit for gf .More formally:(8 PPT A) Pr[A(f(x); r) = (x � r) j x; r  r f0; 1gk ℄ < 12 + negl(k)Remark 8 A hardore bit for gf is as useful as the one for f , sine f is really ompu-tationally equivalent to gf (sine r is part of the output, inverting gf exatly redues toinverting f). Thus, we will often obuse the terminology and say \sine f is a OWF, let ustake its hardore bit h(x)". But that we really mean that in ase we are not aware of somesimple hardore bit for a spei� f , we an always take the Goldreih-Levin bit for gf anduse it instead. Similar parsing should be given to statement of the form \every OWF has ahardore bit". Again, in the worst ase always use the Goldreih-levin bit for gf . Finally,another popular interpretation of this result is that \most parities of f are hardore".L4-4



Proof: A rigorous proof for the above theorem exists. It is an indiret proof by ontradi-tion, whih takes as hypothesis that h(x; r) is not a hardore bit for gf , and proves that f isnot a OWF. The proof is onstrutive, and expliitly transforms any PPT that an omputeh(x; r) with non negligible probability for most values of r, given f(x) and r, into a PPTthat an ompute x with non negligible probability, given f(x). However and despite thesimpliity of theorem statement, the full proof is extremely tehnial. Therefore, we willagain only give a good intuition of why it works. For simpliity, we will assume that f (andthus gf ) are permutations, so that (x � r) is uniquely de�ned given f(x) Æ r.First, assume that we are given a PPT A that always omputes (x�r) given f(r)Ær. Well,then everything is extremely simple. Given y = f(x) that we need to invert, we alreadyobserved that x � ei = xi is the i-th bit of x, where ei is a vetor with 1 only at poistion i.Thus, asking A(y; ei) will give us xi, so we an perfetly learn x bit by bit.Unfortunately, our assumption on A is too strong. In reality we do not know that itsueeds for random r's. In partiular, maybe it always refuses to work for \basis" r = ei.So let us be more reasonable and assume thatPr[A(f(x); r) = (x � r) j x; r  r f0; 1gk ℄ > 34 + �where � is non-negligible. Here we use 3=4 instead of 1=2 for the reason to be lear in aseond. Still we annot ask r = ei even in this ase. The idea is to notie that for anyr 2 f0; 1gk(x � r)� (x � (r � ei)) = 0�Xj 6=i rjxj + rixi mod 21A�0�Xj 6=i rjxj + (1� ri)xi mod 21A = xiMoreover both r and (r � ei) are individually random when r is hosen at random. Hene,for any �xed index i, Pr[A(y; r) 6= (x � r) j x; r  r f0; 1gk℄ < 14 � �Pr[A(y; r � ei) 6= (x � (r � ei)) j x; r  r f0; 1gk℄ < 14 � �Thus, with probability at least 1� 2(14 � �) = 12 + 2�, A will be orret in both ases, andhene we orretly reover xi with probability 12 + 2�. Well, this probability is greater thata half, so repeating the same experiment roughly t = O(log k=�2) times (eah time pikinga brand new r; notie also that t is polynomial in k by assumption on �) and taking themajority of the answers, we determine eah xi orretly with probability 1� 1=k2. We nowrepeat the whole proedure for all indies i. We get that the probability that at least onexi is wrong is at most k=k2 = 1=k, so we reover the entire x orretly with probability1� 1=k, whih is ertainly non-negligible, ontraditing the one-wayness of f .Still, our assumption about the suess of A with probability 34 + � is too muh. We anonly assume 12 + �. As we said, a very areful hoie of random r's allows us to extend theproof above even to this ase, but this is too tehnial.L4-5



We will now look at how to make use of what we have at hand. We will not be terri-bly rigorous for the time being, and will proeed with the understanding that speulativeadventures are aeptable. This time we will hand-wave a little, but will return to theproblemati setions in the next leture.5 Publi Key Cryptosystem for One BitIt seems intuitive that, if we have a hardore bit, we should be able to send one bit ofinformation with omplete seurity in the Publi Key setting. And we show exatly that.� SenarioBob(B) wants to send a bit b to Alie(A). Eve(E) tries to get b. Alie has a publikey PK and a seret key SK hidden from everybody.� Required Primitives1. TDP f will be the publi key PK and its trapdoor information t will be Alie'sseret key SK.2. Hardore bit h for f . If needed, an apply Goldreih-Levin to get it.� ProtoolB selets a random x 2 f0; 1gk and sends A the iphertext  = hf(x); h(x) � bi.� Knowledge of the Conerned Parties before DeryptionB: b; x; ; f; h.E: ; f; h.A: ; t; f; h.� Deryption by Ax is obtained from f(x) using the trapdoor t;h(x) is omputed from x;b is obtained from (h(x)� b) using h(x).� Seurity from EIntuitively, to learn anything about b, E must learn something about h(x). But Eonly knows f(x). Sine h is hardore, E annot predit h(x) better than ipping aoin, so b is ompletely hidden.We note that this sheme is grossly ineÆient. Even though it seems like we are using anelephant to kill an ant, look what we aoplished: we onstruted the �rst seure publi-keyryptosystem!Having said this, we would still like to improve the eÆieny of this sheme. Can wesend arbitrary number of bit by using a single x above? More generally, an we extrat alot of random looking bits from a single x?L4-6



6 Publi Key Cryptosystem for Arbitrary Number of BitsWe will try to generalize the system in a manner analogous to what we did with the S/Keysystem. Remember, there we published the value y0 = fT (x), and kept giving the serverthe suessive preimages of y0. So maybe we an do the same thing here, exept we willuse hardore bits of suessive preimages to make them into a good one-time pad! Notiealso that publishing f t(x) will still allow Alie to get bak all the way to x sine she hasthe trapdoor.� SenarioBob(B) wants to send a string m = m1 : : : mn to Alie(A). Eve(E) tries to get \someinformation" about m. Alie has a publi key PK and a seret key SK hidden fromeverybody.� Required Primitives1. As before, TDP f will be the publi key PK and its trapdoor information t willbe Alie's seret key SK.2. Hardore bit h for f . If needed, an apply Goldreih-Levin to get it.� ProtoolB selets a random x 2 f0; 1gk and sends A the iphertext  = hfn(x); G0(x) �mi,where G0(x) = h(fn�1(x)) Æ h(fn�2(x)) Æ : : : Æ h(x) (1)Notie, G0(x) really serves as a \omputational one-time pad".� Knowledge of the Conerned Parties before DeryptionB: m;x; ; f; h.E: ; f; h.A: ; t; f; h.� Deryption by Ax is obtained from fn(x) using the trapdoor t by going \bakwards" n times;G0(x) is omputed from x by using h and f in the \forward" diretion n times;m is obtained from (G0(x)�m) using G0(x).� Seurity from EThe intuition about the seurity is no longer that straightforward. Intuitively, if welet p1 = h(fn�1(x)); : : : ; pn = h(x) be the one-time pad bits, it seems like p1 looksrandom given fn(x), so m1 is seure for now. On the other hand, p2 = h(fn�2(x))looks seure even given fn(x) and p1 (sine both an be omputed from fn�1(x) andp2 is seure even if fn�1(x) is ompletely known. And so on. So we get a very strangekind of \seurity". Even if the adversary knows fn(x) (whih he does as it is partL4-7



of ), and even if he somehow learns m1; : : : ;mi�1, whih would give it p1; : : : ; pi�1,he still annot predit pi, and therefore, mi is still seure. So we get this \next-bitseurity": given �rst (i � 1) bits, E annot predit the i-th one. It is ompletelyunlear if{ \Next-bit seurity" is what we really want from a good enryption (we ertainlywant as least this seurity, but does suÆe?) For example, does our systemsatisfy analogously de�ned \previous-bit seurity"?{ Our sheme satis�es some more \reasonable" notion of seurity.The answers to these questions will ome soon.At this point, we turn our attention to Seret Key Cryptography based on symmetri keys.We would like to ontemplate whether we ould transend Shannon's Theorem on keylengths.7 Seret Key CryptosystemsReall, our main question in seret key enryption was to break the Shannon bound.Namely, we would like to enrypt a message of length n using a seret key of a muhsmaller size k, i.e. k < n (and hopefully, k � n). We right away propose a possible solutionby looking at the orresponding publi-key example for enrypting many bits.Reall, in the publi key setting we used G0(x) (see Equation (1)) as a \omputationalone-time pad" for m, where x was hosen at random by Bob. Well, now we an do the samething, but make x the shared seret! Notie also that now we no longer need the trapdoor,so making f OWP suÆes.� SenarioBob(B) wants to send a string m = m1 : : : mn to Alie(A). Eve(E) tries to get \someinformation" about m. Alie and Bob share a random k-bit key x whih is hiddenfrom Eve.� Required Primitives1. OWP f whih is known to everyone.2. Hardore bit h for f . If needed, an apply Goldreih-Levin to get it.� ProtoolB sends A the iphertext  = G0(x)�m, where G0(x) is same as in Equation (1).G0(x) = h(fn�1(x)) Æ h(fn�2(x)) Æ : : : Æ h(x) (2)As before, G0(x) really serves as a \omputational one-time pad".
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� Knowledge of the Conerned Parties before DeryptionB: m;x; ; f; h.E: ; f; h.A: ; x; f; h.� Deryption by AG0(x) is omputed from seret key x by using h and f in the \forward" diretion ntimes;m is obtained from (G0(x)�m) using G0(x).� Seurity from EAgain, the intuition about the seurity is not straightforward. Similar to the publi-key example, it seems like we get what we alled \next-bit seurity": given �rst (i�1)bits of m (or of G0(x)), E annot predit the i-th bit of m (or G0(x)). It is ompletelyunlear if{ \Next-bit seurity" is what we really want from a good enryption (we ertainlywant as least this seurity, but does suÆe?) For example, does our systemsatisfy analogously de�ned \previous-bit seurity"?{ Our sheme satis�es some more \reasonable" notion of seurity.Again, the answers to these questions will ome soon,Before moving on, we also make several more observations. First, notie that we ouldmake n very large (in partiular, muh larger than k). Also, we an make the followingoptimization. Reall that in the publi key senario we also send fn(x) to Alie so that shean reover x. Now, it seems like there is no natural way to use it, so we really omputedit almost for nothing... But wait, we ould use fn(x) to make our one-time pad longer!Namely, de�neG(x) = fn(x) ÆG0(x) = fn(x) Æ h(fn�1(x)) Æ h(fn�2(x)) Æ : : : Æ h(x) (3)Now we an use G(x) as the one-time pad for messages of length n + k, whih is alwaysgreater than our key size k, even if n = 1! Indeed, we laim that our intuitively de�ned\next-bit seurity" holds for G(x) as well. Indeed, for i < k, fn(x) is ompletely random(sine x is random), so prediting the i-th bit based on the �rst (i � 1) bits is hopeless.While for i > k our informal argument anyway assumed that Eve knows fn(x) (it was partof the enryption). We will disuss later if it really pays o� in the long run to use thiseÆieny improvement (an you think of a reason why it might be good to keep the samex for enrypting more than one message?)However, using either G(x) or G0(x) as our one-time pads still has its problems that wementioned above. Intuitively, what we really want from a \omputational one-time pad" isthat it really looks ompletely random to Eve. We now formalize what it means, by de�ningan extremely important onept of a pseudorandom number generator.L4-9



8 Pseudo Random GeneratorsIntuitively, a pseudorandom number generator (PRG) strethes a short random seed x 2f0; 1gk into a longer output G(x) of length p(k) > k whih nevertheless \looks" like arandom p(k)-bit strings to any omputationally bounded adversary. For lear reasons, theadversary here is alled a distinguisher.De�nition 9 (Pseudo Random Generator) A deterministi polynomial-time omputablefuntion G : f0; 1gk ! f0; 1gp(k) (de�ned for all k > 0) is alled a pseudorandom numbergenerator (PRG) if1. p(k) > k (it should be strething).2. There exists no PPT distinguishing algorithm D whih an tell G(x) apart from a trulyrandom string R 2 f0; 1gp(k). To de�ne this formally, let 1 enode \pseudorandom"and 0 enode \random". Now we say that for any PPT DjPr( D(G(x)) = 1 j x r f0; 1gk )� Pr( D(R) = 1 j R r f0; 1gp(k) )j < negl(k)We observe that we require the length of x be less than the output length of G(x). Thisis done sine otherwise an indetity funtion will be a trivial (and useless) PRG. It shouldnot be that easy! On the other hand, requiring p(k) > k makes this ryptographi primitivequite non-primitive to onstrut (no pun intended).Seondly, we are not reating pseudorandomness from the thin air. We are taking a trulyrandom seed x, and streth it to \omputationally random" output G(x). In other words,G(x) is omputationally indistinguishable from a random sequene (i.e., looks random),only provided that (muh shorter seed) x is random.9 Points to PonderWe would like to onlude with some questions whih are food for thought.1. Is our publi-key enryption really good?2. What about the seret-key enryption?3. Are G0(x) and G(x) (see Equations (2) and (3)) pseudorandom generators?4. Can we output the bits of G0(x) in \forward" order?5. Is \next-bit seurity" enough to imply a true PRG?
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